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(54) RECORDING DEVICE FOR MOVING IMAGE DATA, AND MESSAGE DISPLAY METHOD

(57) A recording device includes a recording unit that
records moving image data in a recording medium, a
transmitting unit that transmits a request signal for re-
questing scene data to an external device, the scene
data being information in which a chapter indicating a
time position is added for each of scenes in relation to
the moving image data recorded in the recording medi-
um, a receiving unit that receives a response signal in

response to the request signal from the external device,
and an output unit that outputs image data indicating a
message when the receiving unit cannot receive the
scene data in response to the request signal from the
external device. The message is changed according to
an elapsed time from a time at which the moving image
data is recorded in the recording medium by the recording
unit.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a recording
device of moving image data, and more particularly to a
recording device which requests scene data related to
recorded moving image data from an external device.

Background Art

[0002] Patent Document 1 discloses a broadcast re-
cording device. This broadcast recording device deter-
mines whether or not predetermined characters are in-
cluded in broadcast data. The broadcast recording de-
vice divides chapters of broadcast data when determin-
ing that predetermined characters are included in the
broadcast data. According to this configuration, it is pos-
sible to automatically divide broadcast data into chapters
at positions at which content starts.

Prior Art Document

[0003] Patent Document 1: Japanese Unexamined
Patent Publication No. 2011-223205

Summary of Invention

Problems to be Solved by the Invention

[0004] When chapters are automatically added, the
automatically added chapters are not necessarily added
to positions at which chapters originally need to be added.
Depending on cases, there are also cases where chap-
ters may be added to positions at which chapters should
not be added.
[0005] There is also a method of manually allocating
chapters per scene while a predetermined operator is
looking at a video image to add chapters to more correct
positions. Information including chapters manually add-
ed per scene by such a predetermined operator is pro-
vided as scene data on a server, so that a broadcast
recording device can acquire the scene data from the
server through the Internet.
[0006] An object of the present disclosure is to provide
a recording device which receives scene data from an
external device and can notify a user of a possibility of
adding scene data.

Means for Solving the Problem

[0007] A recording device of the present disclosure in-
cludes a recording unit that records moving image data
in a recording medium, a transmitting unit that transmits
a request signal for requesting scene data to an external
device, the scene data being information in which a chap-
ter indicating a time position is added for each of scenes
in relation to the moving image data recorded in the re-

cording medium, a receiving unit that receives a re-
sponse signal in response to the request signal from the
external device, and an output unit that outputs image
data indicating a message when the receiving unit cannot
receive the scene data in response to the request signal
from the external device. The message is changed ac-
cording to an elapsed time from a time at which the mov-
ing image data is recorded in the recording medium by
the recording unit.
[0008] A message display method of the present dis-
closure is a message display method of displaying a mes-
sage in response to a response result when scene data
related to moving image data is requested to an external
device. The scene data is information in which a chapter
indicating a time position is added for each of scenes of
the moving image data. The message display method
includes transmitting to the external device a request sig-
nal for requesting scene data related to specific moving
image data recorded in the recording medium, outputting
image data indicating a message when the scene data
in response to the request signal cannot be received from
the external device, and changing the message accord-
ing to an elapsed time from a time at which the moving
image data is recorded in the recording medium.
[0009] A program of the present disclosure is a pro-
gram of controlling a recording device which records
scene data related to moving image data. The scene data
is information in which a chapter indicating a time position
is added for each of scenes of the moving image data.
The program makes a controller of the recording device
execute the following functions:

a function of transmitting to the external device a
request signal for requesting scene data related to
specific moving image data recorded in the recording
medium;
a function of outputting image data indicating a mes-
sage when the scene data in response to the request
signal cannot be received from the external device;
and
a function of changing the message according to an
elapsed time from a time at which the moving image
data is recorded in the recording medium.

Effects of the Invention

[0010] According to the present disclosure, it is possi-
ble to provide a recording device which, in cases where
scene data is generated within a predetermined time after
a program corresponding to moving image data (program
data) is broadcasted, can notify a user of a possibility of
allocating scene data to the moving image data.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0011]

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an entire
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system.
Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating configurations
of a recorder and a remote controller.
Figs. 3A and 3B are schematic diagrams for explain-
ing chapter information for managing an automati-
cally added chapter.
Figs. 4A to 4C are schematic diagrams for explaining
scene data.
Fig. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a chapter allocating
operation.
Fig. 6 is a view explaining that chapter information
related to an automatically added chapter and chap-
ter information based on scene data received from
a server are recorded in different recording media.
FIG. 7 is a flowchart for explaining scene data ac-
quiring operation.
Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram for explaining an ex-
ample of a displayed screen.
Fig. 9 is a schematic diagram for explaining an ex-
ample of a displayed screen.
Fig. 10 is a view explaining that chapter information
related to an automatically added chapter and chap-
ter information based on scene data received from
a server are recorded in the same recording medium.
Fig. 11 is a flowchart for explaining a playback op-
eration.

Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0012] A first embodiment which uses a recorder as an
example of a recording device will be described below
with reference to the drawings.
[0013] The embodiment will be described in detail be-
low adequately referring to the drawings. Meanwhile, de-
tailed description will not be described more than neces-
sary. For example, detailed description of matters which
have already been well known and overlapping descrip-
tion of substantially the same components will not be
described. This is to prevent the following description
from being redundant more than necessary and make
understanding of one of ordinary skill in the art easy.
[0014] In addition, the inventor(s) provides the accom-
panying drawings and the following description to allow
one of ordinary skill in the art to sufficiently understand
the present disclosure, and by no means intends to limit
a subject matter recited in the claims.

First Embodiment

1-1. Outline

[0015] An entire configuration of a recording system
including a recorder according to the present embodi-
ment will be described with reference to Fig. 1. This re-
cording system includes a recorder 100, a television 500
and a server 700. The recorder 100 can communicate
with the server 700 through an Internet 600.
[0016] The server 700 stores scene data. The scene

data is information indicating content (features) of a pro-
gram for each of scenes. The scene data is created by
a predetermined operator who actually views a program
indicated by program data, judges content of the pro-
gram, and manually adds the scene data for each scene.
For example, for a program which starts at 00:00, scene
data indicating that a scene at 00:00 to 00:10 is an open-
ing of a drama, scene data indicating that a scene of
00:10 to 00:11 is a commercial message of a beer, and
scene data indicating that a scene of 00:11 to 00:12 is a
commercial message of a supermarket, are created re-
spectively. The scene data includes a chapter indicating
a scene change point. That is, a chapter is added to a
point at which scenes switch.
[0017] The recorder 100 can acquire scene data relat-
ed to program data to be played back from the server
700 through the Internet 600. The recorder 100 gener-
ates chapter information from the acquired scene data
upon acquisition of scene data. The recorder 100 can
execute skip playback on the basis of the chapter infor-
mation. Here, the skip playback is an operation of chang-
ing a playback position on the basis of chapter managed
by chapter information included in the scene data.
[0018] Further, the recorder 100 can receive broad-
cast. The recorder 100 can record program data gener-
ated on the basis of the received broadcast, in an internal
hard disk. When recording program data, the recorder
100 automatically adds chapters to program data when
predetermined conditions (e.g. start/end of commercial
messages) are satisfied. At that time, the recorder 100
generates chapter information which manages automat-
ically added chapters. The recorder 100 can execute skip
playback on the basis of the chapter information for man-
aging the automatically added chapters.
[0019] As described above, chapters which are scene
change points include two types of chapters including a
chapter generated on the basis of scene data and a chap-
ter automatically added on the basis of the predetermined
conditions. Thus, a plurality of types of chapters are likely
to be added to one piece of program data. In this case,
when a skip playback command is received from a user,
it is difficult to determine which type of chapter indicates
a position to which a playback position is changed. That
is, there is a problem that it is not possible to distinguish
between skip playback based on a chapter (chapter in-
formation) generated on the basis of scene data and skip
playback based on a chapter (chapter information) auto-
matically added on the basis of the predetermined con-
dition and to execute them apart.
[0020] The recorder 100 according to the present em-
bodiment can solve such a problem. Even when a plu-
rality of types of chapters are mixed and added to one
program data, the recorder 100 can execute apart the
skip playback based on a chapter generated on the basis
of scene data and the skip playback based on an auto-
matically added chapter.
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1-2. Configurations of Recorder and Remote Controller

[0021] Configurations of the recorder 100 and a remote
controller 200 will be described with reference to Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 is a view illustrating the configurations of the re-
corder 100 and the remote controller 200. The recorder
100 applies with a microcomputer 130 various types of
processing to broadcast data received by a tuner 110
according to a command from a user through the remote
controller 200 to generate program data, and records the
generated program data in a HDD 140. The recorder 100
transmits program data recorded in the HDD 140, to an
external device through a HDMI 150. Each of compo-
nents will be described in detail below.
[0022] In the recorder 100, the tuner 110 extracts
broadcast data of a channel selected by the user from
broadcast data received through an antenna. The tuner
110 generates digital data which can be processed by
the microcomputer 130 on the basis of the extracted
broadcast data.
[0023] A remote control signal receiving unit 120 re-
ceives a control signal modulated to an infrared ray or
an RF wave transmitted from the remote controller 200.
For example, the remote control signal receiving unit 120
receives control signals of power ON/OFF, channel se-
lection, playback start/stop, skip playback, and so on.
The remote control signal receiving unit 120 converts the
received control signal into a digital signal which the mi-
crocomputer 130 can interpret.
[0024] The microcomputer 130 is a control module
which controls entirely the recorder 100. The microcom-
puter 130 is made by a SOC (System On Chip). Hence,
the microcomputer 130 is made integrally with a CPU, a
memory, and a data signal processing circuit.
[0025] The HDD 140 is a storage device which stores
moving image data and the like. The HDD 140 stores
program data indicating a broadcast program received
through the tuner 110, chapter information which is in-
formation related to chapters automatically added to the
program data, and the like.
[0026] The HDMI 150 is an interface which connects
the recorder 100 and the external device such as the
television 500. The recorder 100 outputs program data
indicated by a broadcast program stored in the HDD 140,
and so on to the external device (e.g. a television 500)
through the HDMI 150.
[0027] A wired LAN module 160 is an interface which
can be connected with a LAN cable. The recorder 100
can be connected to the Internet through the LAN cable
by the wired LAN module 160.
[0028] A flash memory 170 is a recording medium
which stores a control program of the recorder 100, scene
data received from an outside through the wired LAN
module 160, and so on. The flash memory 170 stores
chapter information related to chapters generated on the
basis of scene data, too.
[0029] The remote controller 200 includes buttons 210,
220, 230 and 240 pushed by the user to command the

recorder 100 to execute a predetermined function. The
button 210 is a button for skipping program data which
is being played back, in a forward direction. The skip
commanded by the button 210 is executed on the basis
of a chapter automatically added by the recorder 100. A
button 220 is a button for skipping program data which
is being played back, in a backward direction. The skip
commanded by the button 220 is executed based on
chapters automatically added by the recorder 100. The
button 230 is a button for skipping program data which
is being played back, in the forward direction. The skip
commanded by the button 230 is executed on the basis
of chapters generated from scene data acquired from an
outside through the wired LAN module 160. The button
240 is a button for skipping program data which is being
played back, in the backward direction. The skip com-
manded by the button 240 is executed on the basis of
scene data acquired from the outside through the wired
LAN module 160. As described above, in the present
embodiment, the skip based on an automatically added
chapter and the skip based on a chapter generated on
the basis of scene data are commanded by different op-
eration buttons (210 and 220, and 240 and 240).

1-3. Chapter Information and Scene data

[0030] Figs. 3A and 3B are views for explaining chapter
information for managing automatically added chapters.
As illustrated in Fig. 3A, the chapter is sequentially added
to a position (change point) at which attribute of program
data (video stream) changes. For example, the chapter
is added to time point at which content switches to a CM
(Commercial Message), time point at which the contents
switches, and time point at which a CM switches to the
content.
[0031] Fig. 3B is a view explaining a configuration ex-
ample of chapter information. As illustrated in Fig. 3B,
information indicating a playback time to which a chapter
is added is associated with program data (video stream),
in the chapter information. The playback time to which a
chapter is added is information indicating a relative time
position, using a playback start time of each program
data as a reference time (0). Information indicating "5
minutes" of a stream 1 illustrated in Fig. 3B indicates that
a chapter is added to a time position of five minutes elaps-
ing from the playback start time of the stream 1, and
information indicating "10 minutes" indicates that a chap-
ter is added to a time position of 10 minutes elapsing
from the playback start time of the stream 1.
[0032] Figs. 4A to 4C are views for explaining the scene
data. Fig. 4B illustrates an example configuration of the
scene data received by the microcomputer 130 of the
recorder 100. The scene data is configured by informa-
tion indicating a start time, an end time and scene content
related to each scene in program data, and a start time,
an end time and CM content of each CM. The scene data
is information generated by the predetermined operator
viewing a program indicated by target program data.
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Hence, the chapter can be added not only to a boundary
between a content portion and a CM portion in a program,
but also to a switching point of scenes in the content
portion and a boundary at which a type of CM changes.
That is, as illustrated in Fig 4A, the chapter is added to
a point at which scenes and CMs change in the scene
data. Time information indicating a start time and an end
time of each scene and each CM in the scene data is
information indicating an actual time (absolute time) at
which the associating program data is broadcasted.
When the scene data is received from the server 700,
the chapter information (see Fig. 4C) indicating a chapter
position with a relative time position is generated on the
basis of the scene data.

1-4. Chapter Automatic Allocating Operation

[0033] As described above, in the present embodi-
ment, there are two types of chapters which are change
points of scenes including the chapter generated on the
basis of the scene data, and the chapter automatically
added on the basis of the predetermined condition. An
operation of the recorder 100 of automatically allocating
chapters on the basis of the predetermined condition will
be described below with reference to Fig. 5.
[0034] Fig. 5 is a flowchart for explaining an automatic
chapter allocating operation.
[0035] In the flowchart in Fig. 5, when a record com-
mand is received from the user, the microcomputer 130
of the recorder 100 starts recording program data gen-
erated on the basis of broadcast data received through
the tuner 100, in the HDD 140 (S100). When recording
of the program data starts, the microcomputer 130 de-
termines whether or not an attribute of the recorded pro-
gram data (video stream) changes (S110). For example,
the microcomputer 130 determines whether or not an
audio signal of the program data changes from a mon-
aural sound to a stereo sound or vice versa. When de-
termining that the attribute changes, the microcomputer
130 records management data corresponding to the pro-
gram data which is being recorded (information indicating
a time position (change point) at which the attribute
changes in chapter information), as chapters, in the HDD
140 (S120). For example, as illustrated in Fig. 3A, a chap-
ter is sequentially added to a position (switch point) at
which attribute of program data (video stream) changes.
In the present embodiment, the management data is re-
corded in the HDD 140.
[0036] When recording of the program data in the HDD
140 is finished, chapter information related to program
data as illustrated in Fig. 3B is generated. The recorder
100 can execute skip playback by referring to chapter
information stored in the HDD 140 when playing back
program data.
[0037] As described above, when the program data is
recorded, chapters are automatically added to program
data. As illustrated in Fig. 6, chapter information 51 for
managing chapters automatically added is recorded in

the HDD 500.

1-5. Acquiring Operation of Scene data

[0038] Next, an operation of the recorder 100 for ac-
quiring scene data from the server 700 will be described
with reference to Figs. 7 to 9. Fig. 7 is a flowchart for
explaining an operation of acquiring scene data. Fig. 8
is a schematic diagram for explaining an example of a
warning screen 1. Fig. 9 is a schematic diagram for ex-
plaining an example of a warning screen 2.
[0039] A "scene playback mode" described below re-
fers to a playback mode of executing skip playback of
program data using scene data. Program data to be
played is program data stored in advance in the HDD 140.
[0040] When the program data to be played is selected
by the user while the scene playback mode is set (S200),
the microcomputer 130 of the recorder 100 determines
whether or not the selected program data is program data
generated on the basis of broadcast data received
through the tuner 110 and unedited program data (S210).
This determination is performed because scene data of
video data (e.g. video data shot by the user with a video
camera) which is not a broadcasted program is not stored
in the server 700. Further, scene data corresponding to
edited program data is not stored in the server 700.
[0041] When determining in step S210 that the select-
ed program data is not broadcasted program data or is
edited program data, the microcomputer 130 controls the
HDMI 150 to output image data indicating a message
(warning screen 1) as illustrated in Fig. 8 (S220). The
message included in this warning screen 1 is a message
which notifies the user that scene data is not added to
program data selected as a program data to be played
even in the future.
[0042] Meanwhile, when determining in step S210 that
the selected program data is broadcasted program data
and unedited data, the microcomputer 130 transmits a
scene data request command to the server 700 through
the wired LAN module 160 (S230).
[0043] When receiving the command of requesting
scene data, the server 700 determines whether or not
there is scene data corresponding to the program data
to be played in the server 700. When determining that
there is not the scene data, the server 700 transmits error
data to the recorder 100 as a response to the scene data
request command. The error data indicates that there is
no requested scene data on the server 700.
[0044] When receiving the error data (YES in S240),
the microcomputer 130 of the recorder 100 determines
whether or not a predetermined time (e.g. 26 hours) has
passed after recording of the program data to be played
(S250). When it is determined that the predetermined
time (e.g. twenty-six hours) passes, the microcomputer
130 controls the HDMI 150 to output image data indicat-
ing the warning screen 1 (S260). Meanwhile, when de-
termining that the predetermined time (e.g. twenty-six
hours) does not pass, the microcomputer 130 controls
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the HDMI 150 to output image data indicating a message
(warning screen 2) as illustrated in Fig. 9 (S270). A mes-
sage included in this warning screen 2 is a message
which notifies the user that scene data is not added to
program data selected as program data to be played,
that is, there is a possibility of allocating scene data to
selected program data in the future.
[0045] The reason for determining whether or not the
predetermined time (e.g. 26 hours) passes in step S250
is described below. Scene data is manually created for
each scene by the predetermined operator who actually
views a program and determines content of the program.
It takes time to create the scene data, and therefore a
certain time for preparing the scene data is secured after
the program is broadcasted. In the present embodiment,
when scene data of a broadcasted program is created,
scene data is created within the predetermined time (e.
g. 26 hours) from a time at which a scene is broadcasted.
In view of such matter, in step S250, it is determined
whether or not the predetermined time (e.g. 26 hours)
passes from a time of the recording in order to determine
whether or not there is a possibility of creating scene data
for this program.
[0046] Although, in step S250, a reference time for the
elapsed time is a time at which the program data to be
played is recorded, the reference time for the elapsed
time is not limited to this. A time shifted forward or back-
ward from a time at which the program data to be played
is recorded may be used as the reference time. That is,
a time which can be associated with a broadcast time of
a scene can be used as the reference time.
[0047] Meanwhile, in step S240, when there is scene
data in the server 700, the server 700 transmits scene
data to the recorder 100 (NO in S240). The microcom-
puter 130 of the recorder 100 receives the scene data
through the wired LAN module 160 (S280).
[0048] The microcomputer 130 of the recorder 100 ex-
ecutes processing of converting the received scene data
to generate chapter information and records the gener-
ated chapter information with the received scene data in
the flash memory 170 (S290). More specifically, in the
converting processing, information (see Fig. 4B) indicat-
ing an absolute recording time of a chapter is converted
into a relative time (see Fig. 4C) with respect to a playback
start position.
[0049] Thus, in the present embodiment, as illustrated
in Fig. 6, the scene data 53 received from the server 700
and chapter information 55 generated from the scene
data are recorded in the flash memory 170.
[0050] As described above, the recorder 100 accord-
ing to the present embodiment distinguishes between
chapter information (first chapter information) related to
a chapter automatically added and chapter information
(second chapter information) based on the scene data
and record them apart. That is, as illustrated in Fig. 6,
the recorder 100 records in the HDD 140 the chapter
information 51 related to a chapter automatically added,
while recording in the flash memory 170 the chapter in-

formation 55 generated on the basis of the scene data
received from the server 700. With this arrangement, the
recorder 100 can execute skip playback on the basis of
either one of the chapter information (first chapter infor-
mation) related to a chapter automatically added and the
chapter information (second chapter information) based
on the scene data. Since the first chapter information and
the second chapter information are recorded in different
recording media, the recorder 100 can switch a type of
chapter to be used upon execution of skip playback only
by changing the recording medium to access.
[0051] When receiving error data indicating that there
is no scene data, from the server 700, the recorder 100
according to the present embodiment switches a type of
a warning screen to output depending on whether or not
the time passed from a time at which program data is
recorded is within the predetermined time (e.g. twenty-
six hours). Consequently, the recorder 100 can accurate-
ly notify the user whether or not there is a possibility of
allocating scene data in the future.
[0052] In the present embodiment, although the first
chapter information for managing automatically added
chapters and the second chapter information based on
the scene data are recorded in the different recording
media, the recording way of the first chapter and the sec-
ond chapter are not limited to such a configuration. For
example, as illustrated in Fig. 10, the first chapter infor-
mation 51 and the second chapter information 55 may
bye recorded in the same recording medium (e.g. the
HDD 500). In this case, respective pieces of chapter in-
formation need to be managed to enable distinction be-
tween the first chapter information and the second chap-
ter information. For example, the first chapter information
and the second chapter information may be configured
by different tables. Further, in order to distinguish be-
tween the first chapter information and the second chap-
ter information, the first and second chapter information
may be managed by adding identifiers to the first chapter
information and the second chapter information, respec-
tively, and associating each identifier with program data.

1-6. Skip Playback Operation

[0053] A skip playback operation in a scene playback
mode of the recorder 100 will be described with reference
to Fig. 11. Fig. 11 is a flowchart for explaining the skip
playback operation in the scene playback mode using
the remote controller 200.
[0054] When a playback operation in the scene play-
back mode is started in the recorder 100 (S300), the mi-
crocomputer 130 determines which one of the buttons
210 to 240 of the remote controller 200 is pressed by the
user on the basis of a signal received through the remote
control signal receiving unit 120 (S310).
[0055] When determining that the button 220 is
pressed, the microcomputer 130 sets a playback position
to a position of a chapter appearing first in a backward
direction from the current playback position on the basis
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of the second chapter information stored in the HDD 140,
and resumes playback from the set playback position
(S320).
[0056] When determining that the button 240 is
pressed, the microcomputer 130 sets a playback position
to a position of a chapter (previous scene) appearing first
in the backward direction from the current playback po-
sition on the basis of the first chapter information included
in the scene data stored in the flash memory 170, and
resumes playback from the set playback position (S330).
[0057] When determining that the signal indicates that
the button 230 is pressed, the microcomputer 130 sets
a playback position to a position of a chapter (next scene)
appearing first in the forward direction from the current
playback position, on the basis of the first chapter infor-
mation included in the scene data stored in the flash
memory 170, and resumes playback from the set play-
back position (S340).
[0058] When determining that the signal indicates that
the button 210 is pressed, the microcomputer 130 sets
a playback position to a position of a chapter appearing
first in the forward direction from the current playback
position, on the basis of the second chapter information
stored in the HDD 140, and resumes playback from the
set playback position (S350).
[0059] As described above, for the recorder 100 ac-
cording to the present embodiment, a skip operation
commanding function is added to each of buttons 210 to
240 of the remote controller 200. With this arrangement,
the remote controller 200 can command the recorder 100
separately to execute skip playback based on the first
chapter information (chapter automatically added) and
to execute skip playback based on the second chapter
information (chapter generated from scene data).

1-7. Effect, etc.

[0060] As described above, in the present embodi-
ment, the recorder 100 has the recording media such as
the HDD 150 and the flash memory 170, the microcom-
puter 130 which controls the operation of the recorder
100, and the wired LAN module 160 which communicates
with the server. The microcomputer 130 detects time po-
sition in program data (moving image data) matching with
the predetermined condition, adds a chapter to the de-
tected time position, and generates the first chapter in-
formation 51 for managing the chapter. The microcom-
puter 130 receives from the external device through the
wired LAN module 160 the scene data 53 in which the
chapters indicating time positions are added for each
scene of the moving image data. The microcomputer 130
records the first chapter information generated by the
microcomputer 130 and the second chapter information
generated on the basis of scene data received by the
wired LAN module 160, respectively in the recording me-
dia. The first chapter information and the second chapter
information are managed to be distinguishable therebe-
tween. More specifically, the first chapter information and

the second chapter information are respectively recorded
in the different recording media (the HDD 500 and the
flash memory 170).
[0061] According to the above configuration, it is pos-
sible to distinguish between and refer to the first chapter
information and the second chapter information even
when the first chapter information and the second chapter
information are recorded in the recorder 100.
[0062] Further, in the present embodiment, the record-
er 100 has the microcomputer 130 which records pro-
gram data in the HDD 140, and the LAN module 160
which communicates with the server 700. The microcom-
puter 130 transmits a request signal for requesting scene
data in which a chapter indicating time position is added
for each scene in relation to program data recorded in
the HDD 140, to the server 700 through the LAN module
160. The microcomputer 130 receives a response signal
to the request signal from the server 700 through the LAN
module 160. The microcomputer 130 outputs image data
indicating a message when the microcomputer 130 can-
not receive scene data in response to the request signal
from the server 700. The microcomputer 130 changes a
message according to an elapsed time from a time at
which program data is recorded in the recording medium.
[0063] In cases where scene data is generated within
a predetermined time after a program corresponding to
program data is broadcasted, according to the aforemen-
tioned configuration, it is possible to provide the user with
information as to whether or not there is a possibility of
adding scene data to the program data.

Other Embodiments

[0064] The first embodiment has been described as an
exemplary technique disclosed in the present applica-
tion. However, the technique according to the present
disclosure is not limited to this, and is also applicable to
embodiments to which adequate changes, substitutions,
additions and omissions are applied. Hereinafter, other
embodiments will be described below.
[0065] Although a recorder has been described as an
example of a recording device in the first embodiment,
the idea of the present disclosure is applicable to arbitrary
devices as long as the devices record program data and
scene data.
[0066] Further, although a recorder 100 generates the
second chapter information from the scene data received
from the server 700 in the first embodiment, the recorder
100 may receive the scene data and the second chapter
information from the server 700.
[0067] Furthermore, although an example where con-
nection to the Internet is established through a wired LAN
has been described in the first embodiment, the connec-
tion to the Internet may be established through a wireless
LAN or another communication interface.
[0068] Moreover, although a HDD and a flash memory
have been described as a recording medium which
record the chapter information in the first embodiment,
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the recording medium is not limited to these. For exam-
ple, an optical disk, such as DVD (Digital Versatile Disc)
and BD (Blu-ray Disc), and/or a memory card having
semiconductor memory elements inside may be used.
[0069] Further, in the first embodiment, the step S210
in Fig. 7 determines whether or not the program data to
be played is broadcasted program data and unedited pro-
gram data. However, performing determination is not
necessarily limited to such a configuration. For example,
it may be determined only whether or not the program
data to be displayed is broadcasted program data. In this
case, when the broadcasted program data has been ed-
ited, a request to transmit the scene data is sent to the
server. Alternatively, it may be determined whether or
not the program data to be played is broadcasted pro-
gram data and program data obtained by combining plu-
ral pieces of program data. In this case, when the broad-
casted program data is program data to which editing
processing other than combining of plural pieces of pro-
gram data is applied, such as partially deleting program
data, a request to transmit the scene data is sent to the
server.
[0070] As described above, the above embodiment
has been described as the exemplary technique of the
present disclosure. The accompanying drawings and the
detailed description have been provided for the exem-
plary technique. Hence, the components disclosed in the
accompanying drawings and the specification include not
only components which are essential to solve the prob-
lem but also components which are not essential to solve
the problem. Accordingly, even though the components
which are not essential to solve the problem are disclosed
in the accompanying drawings and the specification, the
components which are not essential should not be im-
mediately construed as essential.
[0071] Further, the above embodiments are provided
for the exemplary technique of the present disclosure,
and thus various changes, substitutions, additions and
omissions are applicable to a scope of claims or an equiv-
alent scope thereof.

Industrial Applicability

[0072] The present disclosure is applicable to a record-
ing device such as a recorder or a television equipped
with a video recording function.

Claims

1. A recording device comprising:

a recording unit that records moving image data
in a recording medium;
a transmitting unit that transmits a request signal
for requesting scene data to an external device,
the scene data being information in which a
chapter indicating a time position is added for

each of scenes in relation to the moving image
data recorded in the recording medium;
a receiving unit that receives a response signal
in response to the request signal from the exter-
nal device; and
an output unit that outputs image data indicating
a message when the receiving unit cannot re-
ceive the scene data in response to the request
signal from the external device,
wherein the message is changed according to
an elapsed time from a time at which the moving
image data is recorded in the recording medium
by the recording unit.

2. A message display method of displaying a message
in response to a response result when scene data
related to moving image data is requested to an ex-
ternal device, wherein
the scene data is information in which a chapter in-
dicating a time position is added for each of scenes
of the moving image data, and
the message display method comprises:

transmitting to the external device a request sig-
nal for requesting scene data related to specific
moving image data recorded in the recording
medium;

outputting image data indicating a message when
the scene data in response to the request signal can-
not be received from the external device; and
changing the message according to an elapsed time
from a time at which the moving image data is re-
corded in the recording medium.

3. A program of controlling a recording device which
records scene data related to moving image data,
wherein
the scene data is information in which a chapter in-
dicating a time position is added for each of scenes
of the moving image data, and
the program makes a controller of the recording de-
vice execute:
a function of transmitting to the external device a
request signal for requesting scene data related to
specific moving image data recorded in the recording
medium;
a function of outputting image data indicating a mes-
sage when the scene data in response to the request
signal cannot be received from the external device;
and
a function of changing the message according to an
elapsed time from a time at which the moving image
data is recorded in the recording medium.
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